2014 ORAL COMPONENT SCORE SHEET – SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Team #__________________________ Room #_______________ Judge’s Initials: ________

*Score each team consistently by marking the appropriate box or writing abbreviated responses in each space as the teams deliver their presentation. **DO NOT WRITE A POINT VALUE IN THE BOX TO THE LEFT.**

GROWING TECHNIQUES: the team explains four different growing techniques they will use on the project
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________
3. ______________________________________
4. ______________________________________

SOIL DEVELOPMENT: the team explains two ways that they will promote soil development
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________

PEST MANAGEMENT: the team explains two ways to manage pests or weeds
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________

CROP/PRODUCT SELECTION: (Check only 1)
Did not identify _______ Thorough explanation ________
Identified ________ Creative selection and thorough explanation ________
Explained ________

ECONOMIC STABILITY (Check only 1)
Did not address ________ Thorough explanation ________
Addressed briefly ________ Creative and thorough explanation ________
Explained ________

IMPACT: the team describes how the school and community are impacted by the project (Check only 1)
Did not address_______ Described school and community impact_______
Listed one impact_______ Described school and community impact (at least one was creative)_______
Listed one school AND one community impact_____

SUBTOTAL FROM TOP (only to be filled out by scorers)

REFERENCES:
1. ______________________________________
2. ______________________________________
3. ______________________________________

QUESTIONS: Answers were factual, logical, and well-informed
All _______ Most ____ Some ______ Most were not ______ None ______

ORGANIZATION: (select all that apply for up to 3 points)
Clear introduction ______ Accurate, well-organized ______ Logical sequence ______
Strong conclusion ______ Unable to use delivery characteristics effectively ______

DELIVERY: (select all that apply for up to 3 points)
Visual aids ______ Analogies ______ Examples ______ Creativity ______
Reinforced key points where necessary____ Not able to use more than 1 effectively or comfortably ______

STYLE: (select all that apply for up to 3 points)
Engaged the judges ______ Voice inflection ______ Gestures ______ Eye contact ______
Body language ______ Did not try to incorporate style characteristics ______

OVERALL IMPACT and PARTICIPATION
All members participated in a great presentation that captured judge’s attention ______
Most members participated but one or two members dominated ______
Only 2 or 3 participated ______
Team did not work well together or more than 2 did not participate ______

SUBTOTAL FROM BOTTOM (Only to be filled out by scorers)

TOTAL

COMMENTS: please leave a constructive comment for the team.